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EPREUVE D'ANGLAIS
Commune à tous les candidats
Durée: 1h
Give the right answer.
1) I object..............
A) to meeting her

B) meeting her

C) to meet her

D) meet her

2) I'll see you..........
A) on next Monday

B) the previous Monday

C) last Monday

D)next Monday

3) You'd better...........a doctor!
A) to see
B) see

C) seeing

D)to seeing

4) It isn't the first time ................... it.
A) he does
B) he has done

C) he did

D) he will do

5) If I ............... you I would do it.
A) was
B) were

C) had been

D) have been

6) It's noon and he is...............in bed!
A) still
B) already

C) yet

D) always

8) She will go as soon as he ............... .
A) calls
B) will call

C) call

D) has called

9) He is ............. wonderful person.
A) a such
B) such a

C) so

D) what

10) They will never ............you to meet her.
A) leave
B)let

C) have

D) allow

7) Your car is dirty, it ................. .
A) needs washing
B) need be washed
C) need a wash
D) needs be washed

11) Tell her ..................... tomorrow.
A) don't come
B) not to come
C) won’t come
D) to not come
12) What would you say if I ....................to call ?
A) forget
B) forgot
C) have forgotten

D) would forget

13) Could you tell me where ...................please?
A) the bank was
B) is the bank

D) the bank is

C) was the bank
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14) They ............. win if they play like this on Sunday.
A) would
B) should
C) mustn't

D) shall

15) Don't forget to be .......... time for the meeting.
A) at
B) in
C) on

D) to

16) Peter and ............. met in London.
A) myself
B) mine

C) me

D) I

17) I work here ....................... doctor.
A) like
B) as

C) as a

D) such as

18) You look so pale, what's ........................?
A) worried
B) on

C) matter

D) wrong

19) Why ..................... them to come next week?
A) not asking
B)not ask

C) not to ask

D) don't ask

20) I am not ..................... to buy a Rolls Royce.
A) enough rich
B) too poor

C) rich enough

D) very rich

21) All ............ glitters is not gold.
A) which
B) what

C) who

D) that

22) He is said ......................... in an accident last week.
A) to be killed
B) to have been killed
C) killed

D) dead

23) He is .................... German .............. Austrian.
A) neither/or
B) either/nor
C) neither/nor

D) not/not

24) Do you think that John and Peter look .................?
A) like themselves
B) alike
C) like

D) same

25) I prefer ..................... to ..................... TV.
A) to play tennis/watching
B) playing tennis/watching
C) to playing tennis /watch
D) play tennis/watch
26) "Good morning ................. the eight o'clock news."
A) there are
B) here are
C) there will be

D) here is

27) I suggest .................. with them.
A) her to go
B) she go

C) she went

D) for her to go

28) I wish she............... the truth now.
A) tells
B) to tell

C) will tell

D) told

29) I agree ............... you ................ this.
A) with/on
B) with/with

C) on/with

D) about/with
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30) He is not very good .................. physics.
A) at
B) on

C) with

D) in

31) Would you mind ...................the window, please?
A) to open
B) open
C) opened

D) opening

32) Mary is ................... of the two.
A) the younger
B) the youngest

C) younger

D) youngest

34) He was accused .................. the car.
A) to steal
B) to have stolen

C) of stealing

D) stealing

35) I wish you ................... do it.
A) can
B) are able to

C) to be able to

D) could

37) I can come ............... you tell me early.
A) unless
B) provided

C) though

D) whereas

38) .................... John, Peter is intelligent.
A) unlike
B) unless

C) contrary

D) as

39)) ................... far it is, I'll go.
A) Despite
B) Instead of

C) In spite of

D) However

40) ...................... the price, I'll buy it.
A) Although
B) Whereas

C) In spite of

D) Instead of

41) I'm used .................... tea after dinner
A) to drinking
B) drinking

C) drink

D) to drink

33) It's about time she ................, don’t you think ?
A) understood
B) understands
C) understand
D) will understand

36) If she .............. she................. it.
A) had known/would do
B) had known/would have done
C) would know/would do
D) know/did

42) "Which one shall I take?" "You can take ................."
A) some
B) no
C) not any

D) either

43) ................. has ever spoken to him about it.
A) No one
B) Someone

C) Anyone

D) None

44) What ................... nice cake !
A) the
B) a

C) so

D) such a
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45) How long ....................... together when the war broke out?
A) had they been
B) they are
C) they have been

D) were they

II Error Recognition
Find the error in the following sentences :
46) The research assistant submitted a interesting paper on economic growth.
A
B
C
D
47) Driving a car to work is not fast as taking the train, but it is more comfortable.
A
B
C
D
48) Most people I met while I was at the hospital told me they knew very little.
A
B
C
D
49) I learnt German for 5 years, since 1997 and I can make myself understood.
A
B
C
D
50) My daughter didn’t manage to talk to the doctor and my son did.
A
B
C
D
51) If I’d had the time I would do it earlier.
A
B
C
D
52) He is reported to be killed in a car crash last week during a secret mission.
A
B
C
D
53) I would like you to tell me where is the station. I don’t know my way around here.
A
B
C
D
54) I look forward to Mary coming next week for graduation, don’t you?
A
B
C
D
55) He said me that I would have to be on time at the meeting.
A
B
C
D
56) I had been learning English ten years ago when I met her in Australia.
A
B
C
D

III.

Reading Comprehension

Read the following text and find the word that best fits in the blank.
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Find Safety in Numbers
As more business is _____57_______ online, security becomes a more ___58__ issue with each
point and click. And for those who hold the digital keys to a secure Web, there’s plenty of money
to be ______59____ in 2003. Around the world, companies are expected to ______60__ around
5.4% of their IT budget on digital security in 2003, up _____61___ 3.1% in 2001 (then a $6 billion
market), says John Pescatore, vice president for internet security research at Gartner Inc.
Tech Pioneer Claus Bo Mikkelsen, the 46-year-old CEO of Denmark’s Crypto-mathic, expects to
get a chunk of that. His digital security company was _____62___ in 1986 by ______63____
renowned cryptographers. Cryptomathic specializes ______64___ managing “digital identities”,
personal information (such as credit card details) stored _______65___ in a central place on the
Internet. The system uses digital signatures as access keys ______66___ costly hardware tokens.
The company’s technology is ______67___ being tested for the likes of MasterCard Europe, IBM,
Credit Agricole and the Danish government.
Worries about ______68___ or even insiders stealing digital identity information should ensure
_____69___ growth next year for the information encryption business. In fact, safety looks like one
of the digital _______70___ safety bets.
57)

A) made

B) conducted

C) dealt

D) lost

58)

A) pressing

B) depressing

C) inviting

D) surprising

59)

A) saved

B) done

C) wasted

D) made

60)

A) send

B) organize

C) spend

D) lose

61)

A) to

B) from

C) by

D) for

62)

A) founded

B) found

C) funded

D) made

63)

A) few

B) many

C) one

D) several

64)

A) on

B) into

C) to

D) in

65)

A) safely

B) safety

C) costly

D) only

66)

A) as

B) better than

C) rather than

D) rather

67)

A) actually

B) presently

C) currently

D) fluently

68)

A) outsiders

B) hackers

C) hacking

D) computers

69)

A) strongly

B) weak

C) strong

D) growing

70)

A) world’s

B) world

C) nation

D) international
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